### Arrival Routes Report

**Route: 2401 - CLEMENTE MS**  
**First Stop Time:** 7:45 A.M.  
**Seq** | **Stop Description**  
--- | ---  
1 | MATENY RD AND TARRAGON WAY  
2 | CINNAMON DR AND RED PEPPER CT  
**8:00 A.M.** | CLEMENTE MS 18808 WARING STATION RD, GERMANTOWN, MD 20874  
157 - REGULAR SCHOOL

**Route: 2405 - CLEMENTE MS**  
**First Stop Time:** 7:50 A.M.  
**Seq** | **Stop Description**  
--- | ---  
1 | CINNAMON DR AND PAPRIKA CT  
**8:00 A.M.** | CLEMENTE MS 18808 WARING STATION RD, GERMANTOWN, MD 20874  
157 - REGULAR SCHOOL

**Route: 2410 - CLEMENTE MS**  
**First Stop Time:** 7:36 A.M.  
**Seq** | **Stop Description**  
--- | ---  
1 | MATENY HILL RD FROM DAWSON FARM RD TO LIBERTY MILL RD  
2 | LEAMAN FARM RD AND DAVENTRY WAY  
3 | CORNER CLOSEST TO 18338 LEAMAN FARM RD  
3 | AUTUMN MIST DR AND AUTUMN MIST CIR  
**8:00 A.M.** | CLEMENTE MS 18808 WARING STATION RD, GERMANTOWN, MD 20874  
157 - REGULAR SCHOOL

**Route: 2411 - CLEMENTE MS**  
**First Stop Time:** 7:39 A.M.  
**Seq** | **Stop Description**  
--- | ---  
1 | WISTERIA DR AND WATERS RD  
2 | CARLOW POINT CIR AND WATERFORD HILLS BLVD  
3 | LIBERTY MILL RD AND LIBERTY HEIGHTS LA  
**8:00 A.M.** | CLEMENTE MS 18808 WARING STATION RD, GERMANTOWN, MD 20874  
157 - REGULAR SCHOOL

**Route: 2416 - CLEMENTE MS**  
**First Stop Time:** 7:46 A.M.  
**Seq** | **Stop Description**  
--- | ---  
1 | GREAT SENECA HWY AND GROTTO LA - SOUTH SIDE RSO  
2 | GREAT SENECA HWY AND DAWSON FARM RD - RSO  
3 | FOUNTAIN CLUB DR AND CLUB PLAZA DR  
**8:00 A.M.** | CLEMENTE MS 18808 WARING STATION RD, GERMANTOWN, MD 20874  
157 - REGULAR SCHOOL

**Route: 2502 - CLEMENTE MS - NURSE MAY RIDE WITH STUDENT**  
**First Stop Time:** 7:45 A.M.  
**Seq** | **Stop Description**  
--- | ---  
1 | LIBERTY MILL RD FROM DAWSON FARM RD TO CLOPPER RD EXCLUDING THE STOP @ LIBERTY MILL RD AND LIBERTY HEIGHTS LA  
**8:00 A.M.** | CLEMENTE MS 18808 WARING STATION RD, GERMANTOWN, MD 20874  
157 - REGULAR SCHOOL

**Route: 2503 - CLEMENTE MS**  
**First Stop Time:** 7:42 A.M.  
**Seq** | **Stop Description**
### Arrival Routes Report

1. **ALLSPICE DR @ THE MAILBOXES**  
   Do not go beyond the first driveway on Allspice - turn right into driveway loop and stop at the mailboxes.

2. **MATENY RD AND CINNAMON DR**

3. **GREAT SENeca HWY AND GROTTO LA - RSO - NORTH SIDE**

   **8:00 A.M.**  
   CLEMENTE MS 18808 WARING STATION RD, GERMANTOWN, MD 20874  
   157 - REGULAR SCHOOL

---

**Route: 2508 - CLEMENTE MS**  
**First Stop Time:** 7:48 A.M.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seq</th>
<th>Stop Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MATENY RD AND PINE RIDGE LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CLIMBING IVY DR AND CLIMBING IVY CT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   **8:00 A.M.**  
   CLEMENTE MS 18808 WARING STATION RD, GERMANTOWN, MD 20874  
   157 - REGULAR SCHOOL